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Message 

From: Tamar Yehoshua Redacted@google.com] 

Sent: 11/4/2015 4:02:20 AM 
To: Benedict Gomes Redacted@google.com] 

Subject: Re: [lndustryinfo] Re: Search Engine Showdown: Google vs. Bing 

Sorry - to be clear, I was referring to video mode (not better representation of videos on the SRP). 

On Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 8:01 PM, Tamar Yehoshua Redacted@google.com> wrote: 
- others 

Is this reall y a priority? 

On Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 8:25 AM, Benedict Gomes 
Redacted 

@google.com> wrote: 
Tamar, Kai or Ricardo: 

- can we get someone to mock up possibilities here for a grouped video UT? I do wonder if we should have an 
inline player - I know the iOS app is planning on this. It would be limited to videos that we can reliably do that 
for. 

Ben 

On Tuesday, November 3, 2015, Eisar Lipkovitz Redacted@google.com> wrote: 
Just to be clear, I was talking about the UX portion being sad. 

On Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 8: 18 AM, Pandu Nayak Redacted@google.com> wrote: 
+hjk,dimitra 

HJ and Dimitra have already been talking about doing more aggressive video ranking. Can we work with 
someone on the features side to make it a compelling user experience (a carousel of videos? an inline video 
player?) 

On Mon, Nov 2, 2015 at 9:23 PM, Benedict Gomes Redacted @gmail.com> wrote: 
(Back to my work address) 

I agree that video universal needs attention - Pandu and I chatted about this recently. 

Ben 

On Mon, Nov 2, 2015 at 5:23 PM Eisar Lipkovitz Redacted@google.com> wrote: 
I'm sure someone already forwarded this to you. 

FWIW, I do think our Video Search (Universal or Mode) is sad, I know no one cares about it internally and 
you can convince me query volume justifies this opinion but I can't imagine we couldn't throw few people (say 
in Korea) and make it better. 

Redacted 
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jonathan Woolley Redacted@google.com> 
Date: Mon, Nov 2, 2015 at 4: 11 PM 
Subject: Re: [Industryinfo] Re: Search Engine Showdown: Google vs. Bing 
To: Chris Lee-Egan Redacted@google.com> 
Cc: lndustryinfo Redacted @google.com> 

This is actually great news. Having a strong competitor keeps you on your toes and working hard. If you're the 
best by a mile it's easy to become complacent 

Jonathan Woolley I Network Engineer I Redacted@google.com Redacted 

On Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 10:36 AM, Chris Lee-Egan Redacted@google.com> wrote : 
I feel like I had a noogler orientation class that was roughly along the lines of this article. 

namely, Bing used to be awful (possibly apocryphal story that when Bing first launched, the staleness of the 
bing index meant that you could only google for stories of bing's launch), but to MSFT's credit, while Bing is 
still worse quality-wise MSFT has closed the gap quite a bit 

On Monday, November 2, 2015 at 2:33 :18 PM UTC-8, Eric Michel wrote: 

http: //lifehacker.com/search-engine-showdown-google-vs-bing-1739263052 

Google has been synonymous with search for years, and Bing-poor Bing-quickly became 

synonymous with sarcasm about why anyone would ever use Bing. Believe it or not, though, 

the two search engines aren't as different as the jokes would have you believe. 

We've , but people often ignore that Bing also 

does a lot of things just about as well as Google. Is it better? Probably not, but I decided to 

give the two a real side-by-side comparison to find out how they stacked up. 
The Contenders 

You're probably familiar with the two search engines already, but just for a refresher, here's 

what we're talking about: 

• Google: By far the most used search engine in the world, Google Search has been 

around since 1997 and is constantly improving with new smart results, advanced features, 

and integration with other Google products.  As of February of this year, Google currently 

has • 

• Bing: Bing is the latest name for Microsoft's search engine, previously called Windows 

Live Search and MSN Search. Bing brands itself as a "decision engine", aiming to present 
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results with more real-world context than just finding text on a page. Bing also powers 

Yahoo's search, which, coupled with Bing, of US internet searchers. 

Basic Layout and Search Features 

Both sites look and feel remarkably similar when it comes to basic search results. In fact, 

except for the font and the logo at the top of the page, it'd be easy to confuse one for the 

other. Here are the main differences I've noticed after poking around in each: 

• Bing's video search is significantly better than Google's. This is the biggest difference 

between the two (and why Bing has a bit of a reputation as "the porn search engine"). Instead 

of giving you a vertical list of videos with small thumbnails, it gives you a grid of large 

thumbnails that you can click on to play without leaving Bing. For some videos, it'll even give 

you a preview if you hover over. 

• Bing gives more autocomplete suggestions than Google does in most cases. Google only 

gives four, while Bing gives eight. This is particularly useful if you're 

or to • 

• Google's shopping suggestions show up more often than Bing's do, and they're generally 

much better. So if you're trying to find out which stores carry a certain product, or where to 

find the best price online, Google will be better than Bing. 

• Google's Image Search interface feels a bit smoother when you use it, though Bing has 

one or two more advanced options like "Layout" (which lets you search for portrait or 

landscape images). Bing's image search also lets you remove certain parts of your search 

term with one click, which is kind of cool (I wish it did this for all searches). 
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• Bing puts related searches and related image searches to the right of your search 

results, while google puts them near the bottom. This isn't really a good or a bad thing; it's 

just a difference. 

Bing has also adopted , like movie showtimes, unit 

conversions, local weather, information about famous people, and stuff like that. Most of this 

stuff is remarkably similar, though Google has a few things that Bing doesn't, like health info 

and release dates for movies and video games. If you're relying on smart searches, go with 

Google. (One exception: if you're searching for flights, Bing has a neat feature that 

.) 

20 Google Search Shortcuts to Hone Your Google-Fu 

Hidden behind Google's search box are a slew of shortcuts leading to so-called .. . 

Advanced Features and Nerdy Stuff 

Surprisingly, the two engines are pretty comparable when it comes to advanced operators. 

The syntax might be a bit different between each ( 

,and ), but there's a lot of overlap. Google has more, though, 

and is going to be better for advanced searches except for two searches that only Bing can do: 

• contains :, which allows you to search for pages that contain a certain filetype (for 

example, PDF). On Google, this will only link you to the PDF files themselves, but on Bing, 

it'll give you pages that contain links to PDF files, which can be useful. 
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• linkfromdomain:, which shows you the best-ranked pages linked to from a certain site 

(for example, the best sites Lifehacker has linked to on a certain subject). 

• feed :, which lets you search for RSS feeds on a particular subject. 

Google also has a few extra niceties built-in to its search, like reverse image search ( 

), instant search (which shows results as you type), voice search (which lets you 

search with your microphone), and- of course- integration with Google services like Gmail, 

Google Now, and Google Contacts. If you use a lot of Google stuff, it's hard to ever want to 

pull away from its search. 

is also worth a mention: if you sign up for this neat service, you can rack up 

points for every search you perform on Bing, which you can eventually redeem for gift cards 

to Amazon, Starbucks, GameStop, or even donate to your favorite charity. 

Lastly, and this is a minor quibble, but an interesting one: if you 

, it won't show you any Knowledge Graph information. Bing will. 

Clever Uses for Reverse Image Search 

Reverse image search is one of those handy innovations that's often hard to come up with .. . 

Quality of Search Results 
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Now we get to what really matters most: the actual search results. None of the above features 

really matter if one site doesn't give you what you're looking for. 

When it comes to basic searches, I found that both engines, even if they displayed different 

results, generally gave me what I wanted. One search might be a little better on Bing 

(" raspberry pi"), while another might be better on Google (" avengers age of ultron"), but 

overall neither produced horrifically bad or largely different results. I was surprised to find 

that Bing did a better job with some, but only mildly so. 

The real differences shined through when searching for something really specific, like 

technical issues ("project64 mario kart too fas t"). If the answer to your question is buried in 

a large forum or blog somewhere, Google is probably going to do a better job of finding 

it and organizing the results. And the more specific the question, the more Google wins. 
The Winner: Google (but By Less Than You'd Think) 

I don't think anyone's surprised that, objectively, Google is the better search engine. It's been 

around longer, it's by far the most popular, and it's constantly innovating. I was surprised at 

how similar the two search engines were in terms of features. 

, like video. But, while I occasionally preferred Bing's results to Google for general 

searches, Google's ability to dig things out of the darkest corners of the internet is just too 

valuable. It's a closer call than I expected, but Google is still the best search engine around. 

[GOOGLE CONFIDENTIAL] 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google 
Groups "Industryinfo" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to 

Redacted @google.com 
For more options, visit this group at 
http://groups.google.com/a/google.com/group/industryinfo?hl=en 
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